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The solution of the problem of optimum stabilization of the equilibrium 
position of a free solid body with the help of a guided gyroscope installed 
on the body, is given in the work reference [1]. 
It is shown below that, with the aid of the very same means, one may 
achieve the optimum, in the sense of minimum of a certain functional, 
stabilization of the stationary motion of a solid body, constituting a per-
manent rotation around the axis of dynamic symmetry • 
• 
* • 
1. Statement of the Problem 
Let us consider a free solid body, whose main central axes of inertia 
are directed along the axes of coordinates Ox 1x2x 3 • A balanced gyroscope is 
so installed on the body on a Cardan (universal) joint, that the axis of the 
external ring 1s directed along the straight lineOx1 , while the fixed point 
coincides with the mass center 0 of the body. The gyroscope is guided with 
the aid of three motors, inducing moments with respect to the axes of the ex~ 
ternal and internal rings and to rotor axfs. 
Following were the transformed equations of motion of the examined 
mechanical system, considered in the work [1], without taking into account 
the mass of the·Cnrdan suspension: 
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AlP," == (A2 - A3)P2P~ - "I 
"hp2" == (A, - A I)P3PI - '" sin a ta fl- "2 cos a + "a sin asce fl 
A3pa" III: (AI - A2)p'P2 + '" cos a t~ ~ - "asin a - "a cos a soc ~ 
au" = paQ.;2 - pza,a "_ I, _,I) (l~) 
Aa'== 0, + (Oasin a - Gacos a)tg 11- (A, +A)PI-
- (Aa + A) (P2 sin a - Pa cos a)tg ~ 
A~' ~ Gacos c + Ga sin a- (Aa +A)pacosu - (AI + A)Pa,sin a. 
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(l.l) 
Here PI' P2' P3are the projections of the instantaneous angular velocity 
of the body on the axes Ox1x2x3; AI' A2, A3 are the body's moments of inertia 
relative to the mean axes Ox l x2x3, tightly connected with it; A is the equa-' 
torial moment of inertia of the symmetric gyroscope; a is the rotation angle 
of the external ring relative to the body; a is that of the internal ring, 
counted from a plane perpendicular to the plane of the external ring, y is 
'the angle of rotor's natural rotation; ui (i = I, 2, 3) are the guiding mo-
ments induced by the motors; aik (i, k - I, 2,) are the direction cosines 
between the axes of the mobile system of coordinates OXlx2x3 and the respective 
,axes of the1inertial system of coordinates OX1X2X3; Gl , G2, GS' are the pro-
jections of the vector of system's kinetic moment on the axes OXtX2X3; hlJ h2, 
h3 are the ,constant,projections of the vector of system's kinetic moment on 
the axes OX1X2X3• 
The equations of' motion (1.l) are obtained in the assumption that cosa + 0, . 
i.e, the planes of the external and internal rings do not coincide, which is 
'quite justified on the basis of the expose presented below. 
Eqs,{l,l) admit the particular solution 
PI == c,.) == const, Pa == pa == 0. a == -(J)t + Uo. ~ = ~o .,.. '/:1l 
..,' == (ons' II,' == 0, hi == hi-I" <, - 1,10 at 
(l.2) 
which represents the unifOrm rotation of the solid body around the main ax:f,s 
OX l with angular velocity w, while the external ring of the universal joint 
rotates with respect to the body with the same angular velocity in the opposite 
direction, whereupon the plane of the,internal ring forms with that of the 
external ring a constant angle J, 'IJ' -, ao' Consequently, the stationary motion 
(1. 2) means that the-gyroscope effect~ relative to the body a regular precession, 
whereupon the rotor'aXis maintains an invariable direction in the inartial space" 
, 
3' 
Utilizing the. expressions for Gi, brought out in the work [1], it is easy 
to see that ~he constants a o, So may be expressed by the initial values of the 
projections of system's hio kinetic moment, corresponding to the regime (1.2)" 
in the form 
When :Investigating the stability of solution (1.2) with respect to Pi' aik 
(i, k -1, 2, 3) mathematical difficulties might arise, inasmuch as some of the 
aik during the motion (1.2) clearly depend on time 
au =- 1, G22 = cos (,)t, G33 = cos (,)t, Gn = -ain (')1 
au = sin CJ),l, . GI2 == a2' == GI3 = G3' = 0 . 
and this is why the corresponding equations of perturbed motion, composed on 
the bas~s of the system of Eqs.(l.l), would contain periodical coefficients. 
In order to avoid the appearance of periodical coefficients, it is necessary to 
effect the passage from (lik to new variables. With this in view we shall assume 
that the body is endowed with dynamic symmetry relative to the axis OXl' i.e. 
A2 - A3, and we shall introduce [2, 31 instead of the system of coordinates 
Ox1x2X3 a new system of c'oordinates OZ1Z2Zp in which the axis OZl coinci~.~s 
with the axis Ox1, while axes OZ2, OZ3 lie in the equatorial plane of the body 
and do not participate in its rotary motion around the symmetry' axis with the 
angular velocity w. Let us denote by ql' q2, q3 the projections of the instant-
aneous angular velocity of the system of coordinates Ozlz2z3 on its axes 
p, == '1, + (,). P2 II: 'lz eos (,)t + '13 ain (,)t, P3 = -'11 sin 4I)t + q:l eoa (1)1 
We shall denote by G~, G; , G; the projections of the vector of system's 
kinetic moment on the axes OZlZ2z3' Then, introducing the angles (l1 - (l + wt, 
81 - B and also the direction cosines Bik (i, k - 1, 2, 3) between the axes of 
coordinates OX1X2X3 and Ozlz2z3' we shall obtain in place of Eqs (1.1), the 
following ones: 
Al'l'" --u, 
A 2q;"- (A3'- A')'1aq, - A lw(1a - 1I,lin a, tg Ih - u,e08 01 + U:l ain a,st'C~, (103) 
Aa'lao == (A, - A,) 'II'll + AIW'1a + u, cos 01 t, ~I - 112 sin 0, - 113 eo. «IItC ~I 
~n" != 'lalla - '12~'3 C' - a. t, I) (ttl)' . 
. Aa,·";' G,' + (GI' .in 01 - Ga'eoaa,)t'~, - (AI + A)91-
. . .' " - A,w - (A.+ A)(th1in a, - 9atolOI)l, ~l 
A~,· ~ Ca' cos 4, + Ca~ .in al - (042 -:- It) ('2 (''''01 + fa ,In 01) 
• 
4 
In the last relations (1.3) 
Assuming as previously in [l} that So -'0, i. e. h 10 - A\w, we shall re-
w=~te the particular solution (1.2) in new denotations 
~,=O. G,'=A,w,. G/=h/ , ~on8t (i,:"t.ah ",-0 (i-l,2,3) (1.4) 
Let us assume the motion (1.4) as an unperturbed one and compose on the 
basis of (1.3) the equati~ns of perturbed motion maintaining for perturbations 
the denotations of the initial variables, It is not difficult to verify that 
these equation~ have the following fo~: 
q,' == wit '12'= -w'lJa + W2 + Qa. 'I" = w'q2 + w, + Qa 
lSu' = Bit (' -I. I. ah IS,; = -'I) + B'2. ~,; = '12 + 8" naa) 
Au' = J" + ~ (1'100 + J,,,)~,,, + {[ 1£::0 + hz + ~ (h,.o + hll)~II~] X , (1.5) 
II ,. 
XSin(Go+al)-[haO+J,,+ ~(h,.o·+hll)PltJlcos(ao+CI') },g~,- , 
,. 
-(A, +A)IJ,-(Aa+A){IJzsin(ao+ a,)- q,cos(ao + a,)ltg~l 
AP,'= [hzO+hz+ ~ (hlt°+hll)pu ] C08(ao.f a,) + (h,O + h.a.+ . 
II ' . 
+ ll(h lt°+ hil)PIII ]8iD(ao+ al)-(AI +A)[IJaC08(ao+a,)+ g,.in(ao+a,)] 
II , 
. hllo .. 0 (11-1,1,1) . 
l~ 6) 
Here Q2, Q3 denote the terms of an order of smallness not below the 2nd 
relative to qi' ui' aI' ~l; hk (k -1, 2, 3) denote the initial perturbations 
of the system's kinetic moment, Wi are new guiding moments, linked with Ui by 
the relations 
'Aawa == -"It A2wa == -U2 eos 00 + u, tlin Go 
. Aawa == -UI sin Go - II, cos Go 
Let us set up the following problem [1]: to determine the controls Wi 
in the form of functions of body's phase coordinates qi' Bik' such that the 
zero solution of the system of Eqs,(1~5), (1,6) 
IJI ~ 0, "i~' -0, "11 - 0 (f ... -a".I, 4, - Ih. - 0 (1.7) 
, 
',t.o 
.; 
... 
, 
be asymptotically stable with respect to 41' Sik a.,d that at the same time 
the condition of minimum of the functional 
.. 
; 
5 
~ 0, fit t}2.lJJt ~u. ~'2 ••••• ~~ 10,. lOa. lOa, a" ~,) dl (1.8) 
o . 
be fulfilled. Here n is a certain specificial1y positive function with respect 
to qi, Bkh' which shall be found in the process of problem's solution. 
For the solution of the stated problem we shall take advantage 
of the basic theorem of the second Lyapunov method of investigation 
of problems of optimum stabilization [4], demonstrated by N. N. 
Krasovskiy. Inasmuch as the asymptotic stability of motion (1.7) 
may only be achieved by paFt of variables qi, Bik (phase coordinates 
of the body), one must also bear in mind the corresponding theorems 
established by V. V. Rumyantsev [5]. The impossibility of assuring 
with the aid of inner controls Wi the asymptotic stability of motion 
(1.7) by all variables of the system qi' ·Sik' hk, al,BI is obvious 
from mechanical considerations: no inner forces can reduce to zero 
the perturbations of system's kinetic moment (body + gyroscope) hh; 
however, by a corresponding selection of inner forces one may achieve 
the constancy of the kinetic moment of one part of the considered m~­
chanical syst2m (body) at the expense of the variation of the kinetic 
moment of its other part (gyroscope), and to assure, by the same token, 
the asymptotic stability of the system (1.7) by part of variables 
qi' Bik. 
2. Analysis of Approximate Equations 
The problem is resolved according to a scheme proposed in the work [1] • 
. 
Let us consider at the outset the approximate system of equations obtained 
from Eqs. (1.5) at Q2 - Q3 - 0 
lJl' - Wit lJa' _. -CI)'lJa + "'a, Ila''';' (iqz + U.'a 
,s./c:::Bu ,i.a ••.. :.h .,saz·--lJa-t: lIll. ~la·-q2+Llla(l3.a) (2.1) 
and study the question of optimum stabilization (in the·above indicated sense) 
of the ·zero solution of Eqs.(2.l) 
qi - 0, (2.2) 
The integrand 01 is searched for in the form 
0, - F,(q.;qa. q,)+ Fa (,s ... ~ •••• " ~»)+ ~ 11,111,+ 
" - + 4a (, .. fit .q" ~u. ~&Ie .... p..,. III •• Wit ilia) • (2.3) 
. ~ 
• 
6 
Here the fun~tion 
Fs (ql' q2' q3) - ~ eikqiqk 
i,h 
is a definitely positive form of qi, the function F2 is a definitely posi-
tive form of Sik; the terms of higher order of smallness are denoted by A
l
, 
the constant coefficients ni > O. 
We construct the optimum Lyapunov function V· in the form of linear 
combination 
, 
(2.4)· , 
Here 
24P. - ~2 ~ «'~ii + ~ m ;qia '+ 2q,~, 'Gill IS '" + 2qz ~ b,"IS," + 
• , I.A.' I,A 
(ke > O. m, > 0) 
The last expressions represent the trivial integrals of Eqs.(l.5), (2.1). 
Applying the ba'sic theorem [4], we obtain a system of algebraic equations ' 
linking the coefficients of functions 01 and V·. These equations allow us 
to express ail indeterminate coefficients aik, bik, cik. eik (i, k - 1,2,3) 
by the basic parameters ki , mi' ni (n - 1,2,3) 
'Denoting 
we have 
au == baa .;,. cn-O 
GI: = O. biZ = -JAk,fI)', C12 = -JAk,da 
, a'3 = 0, bla = J,k,d), Cu =·-JAk,fl)' 
• 
Q2I,=r 0, bz ... JAkz4»', C" - JAkada (2.5) 
(Izz,= baa = Cza .. 0, Gza" -ka / 4,,· baa .. en - 0 
"al .. 0, bal .. -JAkada. Cal - JAk~' 
031 &:;II ka / 4.. 'bH " Caa - 0, Gaa - baa ~ 'en =- 0" 
The coefficients e1k are found in the form 
'11 - alaR. + au - aH, '22 - di-Ira + b •• - b,a. .ia '- tla2na + ell:" C" 
, 3e12 - 4., ;.. 4,,'- baa + baa. . ~II- 41 .. - all - ell + caa (2.6) 
2,,»-- fI'(ma- ~I) ,+bll- ~II- CII~~,~II ' 
1 
; 
'! 
. i 
f 
'-1 
···.1 
.. ; 
" 
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For the function Pa(tsll. ~Ia. ' ,.; ~~) we have 
/<':1(/3", ~a2."" ,,,) .. ~J ] tz'.~'1t Y+ ~a ( ~ b,,~,. Y+ ~ ( ~ e"~1A r 
". c.. c •• 
Considering for simplicity 
k, = k, mt .. m,' n,-n, d,-d ('.atlt'., 
we obtain the controls 
in the following form 
Here 
WI .. ·-dlJl + II (~2) - ~a:) 
Wa == -dlJa + la(~;" - ~Ia) +la(~12 - ~at) 
.wa" -dlla + la(~la- ~al) -Ia(~al -:- Pia) 
.1, == k/ m, 
Passing to initial control moments Ui. we find 
"I" Aldq, + All, (~;'2 - ~a;,)' 
Uz - d (..1 alia cos eo + "';,11;, sin eo) + (~\J - ~31) (Aala ::os eo -
- A;,l;, sin eo) + (~21 - ~'2) (l1a/a sin eo + Aala cos eo) 
u~ - -d(Aa/]a sin 00 - ..tal;, COl eo) - (ilia - ~a,) (Azla 8inoo + 
+ ,tal;, W$ (0) + (P2. -' ~12) (Azla e08 eo - Aal;, aill Go) 
. . ... .... . 
The integrand of the minimized integral will take the form 
~,~ tu'l,'+ e~(lJaa+ fJ~2)+,;~2(~~ - ~)I+dI~(~,,- ~~'.+ 
+ dI,,(/lz, - P.d.1] + ~ N,,,,. + A, 
Here 
c 
. Cu - (rr- - 41.,)nt tn'" t» .. t/tln - 2kd", . N, .. n I A~ ".1,"" 
A, .. - ~ (llaGI. + Ilab'lt + ll,c,.)B,. 
I. It 
7 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
, . 
The main part of 01 will be a definitely positive quadratic form from 
qi' Bik - The parameters ~, !it .!!. may. in particular, be chosen in such a way 
that the relations 
be fulfilled. 
• 
...... 
" 
'" 
• 
In the first case the first three terms of (2.9) will constitute a 
doubled kinetic energy of the body 
2T - ~ AiQi 2 • 
i 
8, 
Let us now pass from dependfmt variables aik to two independent Krylov 
angles e,~, determining the position of the nonrotating system of coordi-
nates OZlzzza relative to the inertial system of .coordinates OX1X2X" having 
taken OXa and OXl for the basic axes and postulating in the table ,of direction 
cosines ~ - O. Then, for ui we shall obtain (refer to [6]) 
ul- .. lldql + UI(O.~) 
"2" d(,12q, (,0' 00 + .. taq) sin 00) + 20(A~cos Go-
- ,hi, 'in ao) + 2",(,121, ,in 00 + A,/,ros 00) + u.(e.~) 
u, .. -d (,1,q211in 00 - ,1~la cos no) - 20 (A 21. sin ao + 
+ ..la/a ('os ao) + 2'l!(A,I,eoaoo-.o4a/a.1n ao) + U,(O. 'l') 
(2.10) 
Here the functions Ui(b. ~), (i - 1,2.3) begin from the terms of second 
order of smallness relative to e.~. For the function 01 we have 
Q, _ ,,,9"+ 'aa(qa' + 9,·)+11(01+ ""),+ ~ N,u~+ .•• ' (2.11) 
• 
The multiple-point imply the terms of hi~her ,order of smallness with 
respect to'e.~. and the following denotation: 
, ' 
is introduced. 
3. ~nalysis of Total Equations 
We shall now establish that the optimum Lyapunov function (2.4) and the 
optimum control (2.7). (2.8), found for the approximate system of Eqa.(2.l), 
, 
assure the optimum stabilization of motion (1.7) conforming to qi, aik on the 
strength of total equations (1.5). (1.6). Upon aub~titution of expressions 
(2.8) into Eqa.(l.S), the functions Q2' Q, will assume the form 
.o4sQl - (/la - ,t.J)qSq, + Q,.("a. "" "10 CIa. ,s.) 
.o4,'},- (A, ~ ..4')9191 + Qa·("1t "" "at CI .. ",), 
Here Q2.' Q,. _~r~ linear functions of ul' Ut' uJ (and consequently of 
- . -" 
qi, aik) With coeffici-ents beina analytical function. of Gl' a l aDd becoa1ns 
, 
f 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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zero at Q.,~ Ii. =- O. The total derivative in time from function (2.4), 
will have, on the strength of Eqs. (1.5), (1.6), the form 
.0- 0. + Q2+ Oa (3.1) 
The function 01 is determined by the ,expression (".9),' 02 represents an 
alternating quadratic form from qi' Bik with coefficients depending on aI' Bl' 
Q;i'- ~ g,.(a,',II.)g,JI'A 
I •• (3.2) 
while the terms of third order of smallness conforming to qi' Bik , not influen-
. ~ing the sign of 0,' are denoted by 03' According to a well known theorem (ref. 
to page 31 of [4]), the sum of quadratic forms of Ul 'and 02 (and together with' 
it the whole function 0) is definitely positive conforming to qi' Bik, provided 
the coefficients 8ik(a1 , B1 ) are sufficiently small. Obviously, the latter 
takes place provided the motion (1. 7) is steady conforming to 0", Bl • 
, . 
The demonstration of motion (1.7) stability conforming to al,B l is con-
I ducted on tb."~ baRia of the theorem of [7]. according to which the problem is 
reduced to the study of stability of the zero solution 
Cli .. II. -0, (3.3) 
of the Itshortened" system of equations ' 
04«.' == h. + [(/,,0+ 1,,) liin (00'" a.) - (ha• + hal cos (Go + G.») " II. Ar-.· ... (1.2• + I,,) tOIl (00 + (I.) + (laae + ha)aln (Go + CI.) (3.4) 
. hll ' - 0 ,t_I .. I.," 
obtained from (1.6) at 
g," 0, IICl-0 . (I.'~""u 
The stability of the solution (3.3) of the system (3.4) was established 
earlier [1]. Consequently, the control (2.7), (2.~), really resolves the pro-
blem of optimum stabilization ~f motion (1.7) relative to q1' Bih on the 
8trength of total equations (l.S), (1.6), whereupon the integral of the mini-
mized functional (1.8) i8 determined in the torm (3.1). 
Th~'lact of motio~'.- (1.7) stability relative to al~ Bl demonatr~te& 
the validity of the aasumption cos 8 + 0. ucla durina the "arivin, of Eqa. (1.1). 
**** 
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j:w: 
:omparing the optimum control (2.8) with the correspond-
ing control obtained in the work [3], let us note that' control 
(2.8) is si~pler, and consequently, more practical from the 
standpoint of technical realization. This simplicity is due 
to the fact that control (2.8) is not explicitly dependent on 
time and on the initial perturbations of the kinetic r~ment of 
system (1.1). The latter is the consequence of the fact that 
the initial equations of body motion (the first three equations 
of system (1.1) or (1.3» do not 'contain constants hk' The noted 
case did not take place in [3]. 
A practical realization of the found control (2.8). (2.10) 
is ~onceived as follows. So long as the body effects a rota:y 
motion (1.4) and the e~ternal perturbations are absent. t;he cor,-
trolling (guiding) motors are switched off 'Cui - 0). As soon as 
initial perturbations hi appear, the hody emerges from the sta-
tionary regime (1.4), acquiring displacement by angular veloci-
ty (ql" q2' q3) and angles (e, ~). Special devices must measure 
these perturbations of body's phase coordinates Ql' q2' q" e. ~ 
and feed the corresponrling signals to control motors. The latter 
act upon the gyroscope. f~rm1ng on the basis of obtained signals 
the moments up u2' Us in the form (2.10). 
**** THE END **** 
ppj •• iii 
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